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Vyas Ji
Poet,Teacher
MPhil. English Literature
Begusarai,Bihar,India

“Growth Of Soul”

Every golden moment is flying,
We immortal
In mortal frame dying,
What do we
Year after year keep trying?
One by one
On deathbed we are lying.
How many of us
Has set high goal?
That we are not body
Rather a soul,
With life effort
We turn gold into coal,
Have we ever bothered
To realise our role?
If we don't start researching Soul now,
What will we get at last
And how?
Growth of our soul why don't We allow?
We are happy souls we have To take vow.
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Dr. Shailesh Veer
(UP, India, Asia)

“IN-SPITE OF THIS”

In an attempt to express the abstract,
All expressions become dwarf.
In search of absolute power,
All the power of ideas
Gradually diminishes.
I am well aware
The conceptual capabilities of a human being
Have its own circumference
In-spite of this
I am in search of truth...
I will definitely set
A certain distance
On the path of truth,
I am pretty sure...!
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Shubha Sagar
India

“Love Forever”

It is such a blessing to be loved and to be in love still,
When age and beauty have begun a journey, downhill.
And the silver in your hair threatens to outshine the black,
But the zest and zeal to live and love, just does not lack.
It is simply divine when, 'two hearts still beat in unison',
And age cannot snatch away all the romance and fun.
It is pure love indeed, when your dry and wrinkled skin,
In no way can steal away, the charm of your toothless grin.
It is so beautiful when the heart grows fonder with time,
And it continues to sing and dance, much past its prime.
When the eyes continue to see the timeless beauty within,
And the loved ones remain together through thick and thin.
It is such a remarkable feeling when all through the years,
Love has conquered all the pitfalls, challenges and fears.
When the sorrows and woes of life do not leave a trace,
And love manifests itself in the form of unlimited grace.
It is so touching when imperfection is seen as perfection,
And with the passage of time increases love and affection.
When young people look up to you in awe and admiration,
And your life led with love and gusto becomes an inspiration.
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John (Jake) Cosmos Aller
Novelist, Poet,
Foreign Service Officer, (US Diplomat) retired

“Cats”

Index of first Lines
Cosmic Cat from Berkeley
Cats
The Buddha Cat of Edsall Road
Demon Cat
Cat Fight in Incheon

“The Cosmic Cat from Berkeley”

I next encountered the divine
Many years later in Berkeley, California
I had gone home to be with my Mother
While taking leave from my job
in the Foreign Service
I had two weeks there by myself
My wife came later
near the end of the trip
every morning I woke up
had coffee
Did yoga
Spoke to my mother
Who was sliding into dementia
Day by day loosing her reason
Then I would go out
And explore the city
Go to a museum
Go to one neighborhood
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And just be there
Rediscovering the Bay area
After years of being away
Having dinner with old friends
Seeing movies etc
Every morning a black cat came to visit
The cat was friendly and waited for me
And then would join me in my morning rambles
Following me to the bus stop
I stated talking to the black cat
He looked at me with the spark of divinity
In his dark eyes
I called him the cosmic cat
He seemed to like that
He would look at me
And I opened up to me
Told the cat all my dark secrets
As I walked the streets
Of the old neighborhood
Every morning and every evening the cat
Would be there to greet me
And to carry out our endless conversation
Then I had to leave
And in our final conversation
I asked the cosmic cat
Say, Cat are you just a cat
Or are you a demonic cat
Are you possessed by God
Or by Satan
The cat looked at me
And I realized that God
Was indeed residing in the cat
But that god was residing everywhere
All I had to do was open my mind
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And the rest would follow
So I said Good bye to the cosmic cat
And he purred and came up to me
And I felt the comforting presence of the divine
As I said goodbye to the cosmic cat
And said goodbye to my mother
As this was the last time
That we would be able to really talk
I told my mother about the cosmic cat
She smiled and said that the cat
was there for me and her
to comfort us both in our hour of need
and that the cat was indeed
a cosmic cat
Buddha Cat of Edsall Road

I had another encounter
With the divine recently
Another Cosmic cat perhaps
Perhaps not
who knows what cats are
are they alien from another dimension
or was he channeling God ?
I call him the Buddha cat
For the cat loves
Sitting in a meditative pose
Not moving
Just starting at me
With his soulful deep eyes
Boring into my soul
exploring all my secret thoughts
the buddha cat
does not move
does not react
as he is so deep
into his interior mediation
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truly in tune
with the cat universe
and the cosmos as well
the buddha cat
seems to be
one with God
one with Buddha
One with Allah
And all the other
Billion names of God
Known and unknown
The buddha cat
Can teach us all
About the art of meditation
As he zones inward
And loses his soul
Joining the cosmos
And becoming
The buddha cat
The buddha cat
Lives in a modest
Town house
In a modest suburb
Proving yet again
The divine spirit of God
Is everywhere all around us
The buddha cat
Reminds us all
To look for god
In the everyday
All around us
If we but have eyes
To see .
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Kapardeli Eftichia
Poetess

“Golden Dreams”
In time immoral
we spent ourselves
with white flakes
of snow
we lonely chiselled
But the love
talisman
we kept it
in the dreams of girls
in the slums
of the world
in the cry of a hungry
child
in anxiety, in fear,
in despair, in
expectation at
the suffering of a loser
heart
thirst for love,
pilgrims and assistants
we stayed
The tough hours of the night
we endured
expecting the Sun
our handfuls with
light to fill
the secret passages
to shine
with its bright arrows
the human hearts
to hurt
Golden Dreams
to give away
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Markandeyulu Mantri Pragada
Author, Writer, Editor, Marketing Manager
Hyderabad-India

“FORGOTTON ORPHAN”

Me, a small kid
No justice from Almighty
God forgotten my Placement
Address not given by the God
Oh God, Why did you cursed me
You are there, don’t curse us //
Injustice to me and Orphan friends
The mesmerism by the God unknown
God’s blunder to Orphans creation
Priceless fault, whom to blame //
Rulers sitting pretty
Orphans crying pity
Rulers’ negligence observed
Orphans sufferance seen //
Schemes many for Orphans
Doesn’t reach Orphans promptly
Its Orphans fate, a bad luck
Agents full belly as middle-men //
Care and Agencies many for Orphans empty
Weep and weep, Orphans weep
Who come to rescue, God only knew
Neglected Orphans, cursing on Orphans //
Life and death, its Orphans way
Struggles and troubles, its Orphans life
Sufferance and hardship, its Orphans fate
Orphans charms, its Oceans route //
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Sharmila Mehta
Poetess,India

“YOU CAME INTO MY LIFE.”

You came into my life, me, as your wife With you beside, my load became lighter,
Suddenly, the Skies had become brighter.
No longer was I now a little girl There were times I fell, when skipping a rope,
Now I have you, you have given me hope.
Teachers taught at school like giving Sermon Going to school soon became a burden,
Could not wait for these days at school were done.
Time was moving on, days, months were passing Soon a Woman I was, with many dreams,
My handsome man to soon hold my hands, it seems.
Now my life is filled with romantic dreams Knowing you are in my life is just Bliss,
Calling you mine, your Love is what I miss.
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Narendra Rajkumar
Poet

“JUST ONE GRAIN, LOST IN THIS EXPANSE.”

An NRK''S Original "New Age" Style.
Written The World's beaches are covered with much sand I am just one Grain, lost in that Expanse,
Insignificant am I, so be it.
Greatest boon is knowing of the Lord's Gift An undying Soul which is part of Him.
May not mean much to you, does not matter,
Little part that I have to do, it's done.
Fame and Fortune, I seek not, just aware Being able to see the morn's sunrise,
Feeling its warm energy for the day,
Knowing I have grown to enjoy its way,
Loving this day granted to me, as prize.
Helping those that I can, having good day,
'My' Soul watches how I'm sharing his way.
Nothing here belongs to me, so it is,
Living, caring, sharing, because it's his.
Engine may stop running, will not worry Have lived each day doing his will, happy.
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Ratikanta Samal,
Odisha, India

“TRIPLE TALAQ”
Talaq, Talaq, Talaq,
Pronouncing of a Muslim man
Changed the fate and future,
Indian Muslim woman was pushed into dark.
Whether oral or written, the Quaranic message
Explicitly offended sublime motherhood.
No one heard her squeal,
Her pacified and homely heart lamented,
Pushed and tortured by
The male dominated society.
Accursed life she spent the rest.
Is she different from other women?
Doesn’t she have a peaceful life to live?
Is humanity far for her?
Is the Indian Constitution silent?
Many questions come to her mind.
No! No!! No!!!
A historic decision declared
She could not believe to her ears,
She returned to the reality,
The Indian Democracy banned the Triple Talaq,
The mode of divorce stopped,
The helpless woman rescued,
From the selfish and ill-bred man,
A mother’s cry heard her great mother
Stretching her arms for embracing.

------------------------------
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Sahaj Sabharwal
Jammu and Kashmir, India .

“TRANQUIL NIGHT DREAM”

Night dream is just a virtual world,
Till it is boundless and not bold.
A good night dream,
Resembles a fresh, white, well toned cream.
Sleeping in tranquil night,
Aiming to achieve the goal at any height.
To get real success in any field,
Even night dream works to provide us the courage to yield.
In the mind of a stakeholder,
Mostly the goal got the platform and support as a strengthened shoulder.
Just hardwork and luck can help us achieving aim,
Which is just a night dream which has now been achieved and not just fame.
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MANTRI PRAGADA MARKANDEYULU
Novelist, Poet, Lyricist, Song& Storywriter
[B Com, DBM, PGDCA, DCCP]
HYDERABAD-500062 (TELANGANA STATE) INDIA

“FRAUDSTER”

Way back in 1990 around, an employee of a company, middle aged 35 years old, a brilliant and
intelligent mind, fast in his deeds, working at the centralized dispatch section in the administrative
building, where Finance & Accounts Group, Training & PRO offices were located in the lst, 2nd and 3rd
floors. He was Mr. Manoharan. Two to three clerks work in this dispatch section. Dispatches to various
outgoing customers/parties and incoming dak are routed through this centralized dispatch section. The
above employee was working in this dispatch section for the last 3 years and his overall experience was
15 years in other departments at factory premises.
MrManoharan had a click in his mind for master plan to make quick and fast money. He observed total
working system and functioning of this centralized dispatch section thoroughly and accurately. In those
days, the company has its other Branch offices located at Chennai, Bengaluru, Delhi, Kolkata, Bhopal,
and Mumbai and at other places in India.
MrManoharan used to open all important letters especially letters addressed to Finance &
Accounts Group and letters which were returned undelivered. On one fine morning, when Mr.
Manoharan opened a cover which was returned undelivered to an employee working at Kolkata branch,
Mr. Manoharan saw one “crossed Provident Fund” cheque amounting to Rs. 1.50 Lakhs in the name of
One Mr. Krishna Rao who was also Company staff. Mr. Krishna Rao applied for non-returnable PF
amount for the purpose of purchasing land. Mr. Krishna Rao went on long leave due to his personal
reasons, who was then working at Kolkata branch. In those days, there was only manual accounting
system and no computer working system. Mr. Krishna Rao’s PF cheque cover was returned to the
centralized dispatch section undelivered to Mr. Krishna Rao of Kolkata Branch Office with remarks on
the cover “party not available”.
Mr. Manoharan was at his work table, opened all the undelivered covers (which were only
originally sent from the Company Finance & Accounts Group), saw Mr. Krishna Rao’s crossed PF cheque.
Mr. Manoharan has thought for a while. He had a master idea how to swallow this cheque money. He
has given a sketch of plan i.e., master plan. MrManoharan never used to exchange any of his thoughts
nor used to discuss anything with his other co-staff working at this dispatch section. To the luck of Mr.
Manoharan or otherwise to his bad fate or bad luck, Mr. Manoharan has simply kept this cover along
with the PF cheque in his pocket. This was on one Monday. On the same evening, he went to his house.
He has given a thought about his friend’s working at any bank. It clicked. One of his known people was
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working at State Bank of India at one place called ‘Malakpet’. In those days, no ID cards were asked by
the bankers ‘to open a new bank account. Whoever approaches the bank for opening a new bank
account, they were allowed to be opened their new bank accounts. He filled the one page new bank
account form. There was no photo required for opening a ‘new bank a/c’. He deposited Rs 100/(Rupees One Hundred) in his new a/c. The name of account was Mr. Krishna Rao, but all other
particulars belong to Mr. Manoharan. The signature belongs to Mr. Krishna Rao (Mr. Manoharan signed
as Krishna Rao in a fake signature).
Mr. Manoharan just managed to open a SBI new savings bank a/c in the name of Mr Krishna Rao
in collusion with the bank friend. The bank friend was given a loan of Rs. 10,000/- by MrManoharan for
getting the new bank a/c opened in the name of Mr. Krishna Rao. However, MrManoharan was
successful in attempt of getting the savings bank a/c opened.
On the same day of opening this new savings bank a/c, MrManoharan deposited Mr. Krishna
Rao’s crossed PF cheque amounting to Rs.1.50 Lakhs for clearance purpose. The clearance of the cheque
took place two days, as the company issued cheque was from SBI local branch. After two working days,
the amount got credited into the new a/c of Mr Krishna Rao.
After two days, MrManoharan came to the branch, and withdrew the total amount of Rs. 1.50
Lakhs. Mr. Manoharan’s friend was given Rs. 10,000/- (and an acknowledgement taken to this effect).
MrManoharan was attending to his office regularly. There was no doubt to any of his colleagues.
There was no suspicion. Everything was routine.
Then Mr. Krishna Rao at Kolkata Branch joined his duty after six months. Mr. Krishna Rao forgot
that he applied his PF loan amount.
Later after two years, Mr Krishna Rao was in need of money to perform his sister’s marriage at
Kolkata. Mr. Krishna Rao applied for PF loan for his sister’s marriage purpose thinking that he has
accrued the PF amount to the extent of Rs. 2.50 Lakhs. But to Mr. Krishna Rao, Finance & Account’s
Group of his company intimated about the balance of PF amount as only Rs. 1.00 Lakh in his PF a/c and
already the PF statement showed that Rs. 1.50 Lakhs drawn two years back. Mr Krishna Rao shocked
and surprised. Mr. Krishna Rao gave a complaint to the FAG that he never withdrew any PF loan earlier.
The Finance & accounts Group (FAG) enquired with the branch where the company
account was being operated. SBI officials told FAG that the amount was drawn by one Mr Kr4ishna Rao
from SBI Malakpet branch at Hyderabad. The same thing was informed to Mr. Krishna Rao. Mr. Krishna
Rao smelt some foul-play in this. Mr. Krishna Rao was advised by the company to give a complaint to the
Company management. Later during the Management enquiry, all the things came to light and found
that Mr. Manoharan who was working at the central dispatch section was the man behind this fraud.
The company put an ‘Enquiry’ on this episode. Mr. Manoharan was found guilty. Enquiry report
submitted to FAG and to the company management. This fraud case was the highlight in the factory. Mr.
Manoharan was ‘dismissed from service’. MrManoharan was simply dismissed from service. There was
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no criminal case lodged against MrManoharan. MrManoharan was just managed with the influence
from the factory Union leaders. Mr Krishna Rao, Kolkata branch employee, however, was given his total
PF amount by the management. But, the management recovered full money from MrManoharan in due
course of time.
--------------
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Chandra Prakash Pathak
MA English Lit. BEd.
Begusarai, Bihar, India

“Wounded Nights”

Sultriness of summer has gone off and rest of the heat is longing for being
embraced in the arms of autumn, when days are worth sweating and nights are
cool. it was the time when I had no time for me. The bubbling Sprite of life has
gone off and rest of the life is going on from useless morning to the impassionate
night- What a cool and absurd life it was, full of inner conflicts, engulfed thoughts,
exhausted mind and a drained body. A consistent fight used to take place every
night before going to bed. It was the time, the fight was over and new born
consolation soothed my heart as well as my mind.The wall clock stroke to be 9
whereas they were only three –hour,minuets and sec,’ hahahah,’ what a bad
joke!, I laughed at me over a ridiculous and complicated joke. I could rather say, it
is 9,O’clock.
It was the time I used to live in a townin a rented flat at the distance of
10km from the native village. My working place – my school,although i disliked
but prefered to work in it.As usual, I took the bunch of keys from the table and
stepped out to the main gate of our flat.
“Let’s have dinner”, darling, she said in a commanding voice and I nodded in
affirmation. Just coming after locking the main gate, I said moving toward with a
bunch of keys, in which one key is fit for the lock that was already hanging in the
gate. I came closer to the beamed iron-gate by the road, wow! A beautiful breeze
was exhilarating the narrow passage of the street, from the window of the sky –
the moon was splashing and spilling her light upon the street where darkness
prevails.Standing there, I was trying to put my nose out of the bar of the gate to
breath the fresh, blowing air in the street, I used to have in my village, it reminds
me and makes me feel as if I am in my village and breathing the same fresh and
pure air. ‘Pathetic’, Failed attempts but succeed to taste it with a full mouth air.
“stop doing nonsense”, she cries unfolding the dinner table and putting on the
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bed, she knows I am fond of itbut her voice blending with love and anger
brought me to the gate detaching frommy village where I took the key holding the
lock and by unlocking it I locked.
‘vroom….vroom...the firing sound of a bike passed through our lane, its
very simple because of the straight way to speed up the vehicle. As soon as I
locked the gate, “Boom”,I heard a blasting sound – it must be
crackers,”Boom”NO! Its bullet, differentiating the sounds between crackers and
gun bullets, I muttered to myself.”Is that crackers bomb”?, she couldn’t perhaps
hear the sound of the firing. yes It is! Satisfying myself, In no time, I unlocked the
gate I moved towards the sound. The moment I opened the gate at the same time
the sound of the windows adjust, people opened the window to peep out what is
happening outside. What a coincidence! The sound of opening gate to go for
helping and the sound of opening windows collapsed at the same time with no
space. ”stop or go”, was a question rose inside me,”was it a terror of the bullet or
fear of the death”?”what happen” by then she came to me, somebody is perhaps
shot and crying for help. my legs stopped some steps ahead of the gate, in
respond. “what to do, we should go there or not”, I said in questioning tone.
Although she was scared of the wounded voice - echoing in the street, perhaps
100metre next to me. “He is dying and none is there perhaps”, she exclaimed
with sorrow. She is kind heart and always prompt to help for needy.”you ought to
go, he is approaching death and crying in pain nevertheless nobody is coming
ahead for him”, she said, “ok, I am going “ I respond and stepped towards. By
then some of our bold and brave neighbors came to us to make a gossip and
some great scholars still peeping from their windows to have the news for their
next gossips.
As soon as I moved toward the sound ,two men on a bike was coming
toward me hiding their face with Gamchha (a thin towel in Bihar). Moving toward
I thought to raise my voice in abusing tone so that the criminals be alert and not
performed more actions they would have planned. Before I could do so, the men
said in a louder voice “he must have died, “Rascals! let’s go this way, and they
returned his bike opposite of me waving his hands with pistols, they disappeared.
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Oh! My God, they were the shooters, who have fired , but where?:’ Better not to
abuse to create more echoes than bullets’ my second voice rose in me. I crossed
the road where the two criminals became invisible man. ”please, help, help me,
they shot me help me someone please, saw I – a man lying at the gate perhaps he
was coming from his office or shop and stepping in when was shot down. He was
crawling himself to safe. Not one, nor two but three bullets were in his body
perhaps, he was badly bleeding but brave enough to protect himself. His wife
came running from the upstairs crying and screaming for the help.
”please, save my husband, please call the van or bring somebody for help”, “don’t
worry, He will be fine, nothing happed to him, he is alive”, she thought of he
died.” Bring towels to stop bleeding, but she couldn’t move, she was shocked or
doubts me as a murderer either. I assured her and asked to bring the same.She
went upstairs leaving her husband near me, he is in acute pain,”Don’t worry, you
will be ok, I said to him but he did not reply anything, he was in deep pain.
I came out on the road by him and looked around, nobody! Dhattteri!, what a
human ! So a neighbor!Oh!”Listen! call the police at least”, I almost crying to his
neighbor who was repeatedly coming and going inside the room and he pretend
to be aware of all that happened here –“ yes I am just calling”. By then his wife
came down to her husband and tried to wrap the tower around him and was
begging to me to save him. True tears really melt the hearts of God what about
human beings I realized first time. The sky confirmed by melting the cloud into
rain and throwing upon us,possibly to wash his blood and her tears as well.
“Please save him, none is for us except him in my family”, just going to bring a
car,wait, said I and rushed to my Quarter. By then nobody came down to give a
hand. The drops of rain were bigger and colder enough to wet and dabble me and
to quench the fire raged in me somewhat. Reaching my quarter it made me
shivered.
“He is dying inch by inch and nobody is coming ahead to help him”, with
flickering voice I said to her. “What happened, Is he still alive or dead”, my
neighbor inquired- No, he is still breathing and waiting for? By then some of
women came by their doors to peep out clearly the scene of murder. At the same
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time their brave husbands pretends to move for help and their wives were
holding their hands. “Don’t go there”.
Just coming, saying this again I returned to him. But this time other men also
showed some courage to see the crime with their naked eyes. They accompanied
me. I asked some of them to bring a car if possible but they refused by making
beautiful excuses. The rain seemed to raise its wrath. None of neighbors dared to
take him hospital so long as he was lying on the floor near gate. Finally, On bike
he was taken to a surgeon nearby. The brave crowed dispersed for their houses to
complete their half- done dinner.
Again I came to my quarter too and went inside the gate where the half hanging
lock is still waiting.”what happened, Is he safe? or…,”” he is safe”, I replied to my
wife. Let’s have dinner, now. He is taken to the hospital and probably will be ok. It
was raining cats and dogs. There is no police van so far as my wife had informed
through some of my friends. People have closed their windows, none is seen on
the road, a dead silence is being disturbed by the tinkling of raindrops. They are
giving their presence only.
I locked the iron-beamed gate, putting my nose out of the gate-bar,looking at
both the directions of the street and to the sky, now we are safe. I felt- I badly
felt- humanity is shot this night not the man,Humanity was helpless crying and
raising his hand for help not that man. Your own spirit and self confidence now
will protect you not goodness of your neighbors. I felt today also whenever I
remind the night the man was shot and yielding for help he and his wife both.
Shanti! Shanti! Shanti!
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Ms.Meena Mishra
CEO The Impish Lass Publishing
House,
Educator,Writer and Public speaker.
India
A Special Interview with Dr.Rajgoplaa Chidambaram (Scientist) Padma Vibhushan by Ms.
Meena Mishra CEO The Impish Lass Publishing House.

Ms. Meena Mishra, the CEO of The Impish Lass Publishing House Mumbai, got an opportunity
of interviewing one of the greatest nuclear scientists of this country, Padma Vibhushan, Dr.
Rajgopala Chidambaram. Here are the excerpts.

Face-to-Face with Dr. R. Chidambaram: Ms Meena Mishra

Q 1) Who inspired you to become a nuclear scientist?
Ans: I always wanted to become a physicist. My father, who had been a civil servant, would
have liked me to become an IAS officer; Shri K. Subrahmanyam, who later became the leading
strategic analyst in India and in fact we have interacted on nuclear policy, was one of our distant
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relatives and had topped the civil services examination some years earlier; he was considered a
role model. But my father did not pressurize me but let me go my way to become a scientist. I
did my Physics (Honours) in Presidency College, Chennai, and it so happened that the nobel
prize-winning physicists C.V.Raman and S.Chandrasekhar had both taken classes in the same
classroom as mine! That was added stimulant. From there I went to the Indian Institute of
Science Bangalore for my Ph.D. in Physics, and then I came to the nuclear establishment, now
called Bhabha Atomic Research Centre(BARC). For this, I must thank Dr. Raja Ramanna, who
was heading the physics programme in BARC at that time: he took me to start the neutron
crystallography work in the nuclear research reactor there.
Q 2) What is India’s position in the world as far as nuclear energy is concerned?
Ans: We are among the half-a-dozen countries in the world, which have comprehensive
capability in the entire nuclear fuel cycle – prospecting for uranium and thorium, mining these
nuclear resources, making nuclear fuel, designing, building and , operating nuclear reactors,
reprocessing nuclear fuel and managing nuclear waste. Incidentally, on December 10, 2018, Unit
1 of the Kaiga Generating Station (220 MW) in Kartnataka completed 941 days of continuous
operation and set a world record, not only among Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors, but also
among all nuclear power reactors in the world.
Q 3) Which organization is responsible for managing peaceful applications of nuclear energy in
the world?
Ans: The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), with its Headquarters in Vienna,
Austria. India is one of its founding members. IAEA is a body under the United Nations.
Q 4) What, according to you, is the biggest global threat?
Ans: I think it is Climate Change, global warming caused by greenhouse gases, mainly carbondi-oxide, emitted during fossil fuel burning. The International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
in its latest Assessment Report AR5, has said: “Warming of the climate system is
unequivocal”…The world has warmed by perhaps 1.2 degrees Celsius compared to preindustrial levels., the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, and sea-level has risen. The
climate updates since the AR5 Report have only confirmed the above conclusions. The
frequency and intensity of extreme events are increasing. The countries in the southern
hemisphere are likely to more affected. A recent Stanford University study shows that “global
warming has increased economic inequality since the 1960s. Temperature changes have enriched
cool countries like Norway and Sweden, while dragging down economic growth in warm
countries such as India and Nigeria.”
Q5) How can we overcome this threat?
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Ans: The “key measures to achieve mitigation (of global warming) goals include renewable
energy, nuclear energy and carbon capture and storage”, according to IPCC. In fact this is
universally recognized.
Q6) You have worked with five Prime Ministers. What is the common factor you observed in all
of them.
Ans: The common feature of all the Prime Ministers I have worked with is that they have great
respect for science and scientists – in the Universities, national laboratories and mission-oriented
agencies like nuclear and space. They recognize the importance of science and technology for
development, particularly for the advancement of the disadvantaged sections of society.
Q7) What is your view about PM Narendra Modi?
Ans: He has the great ability to get things done. He is also strongly supporting science and
technology. On the one hand, he is greatly excited, for example, by our space missions, his
government has for the first time given simultaneous sanction for building ten 700 MWe Heavy
Water Reactors (PHWRs) of indigenous design. At the same time, he is encouraging the
scientific community to reach out to the masses.
Q8) What is your message for my students (I am a grade 10 teacher) who are interested in
Science?
Ans: Many of your students will be high achievers. The famous scientist Albert Einstein once
said: “Most people think that it is the intellect which makes a great scientist. They are wrong, it
is the character.” Einstein was talking of scientists. But India needs people with character in all
fields -- engineers, technologists, administrators, managers, lawyers, politicians and others. That
would be my first message: “build up your character, never compromise on principles.”
Then have self-belief. Swami Vivekananda said a hundred years back: “He is an atheist who
does not believe in himself. The old religion said that he was an atheist who did not believe in
God.”
India is on a growth path and it is not stoppable. The young people should concentrate on how to
accelerate this process. To do this, you also need to be optimistic, apart from having self-belief
and character. And you must have passion to achieve great things, for yourself and for your
country.
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Shubha Sagar
India
“DIVINITY AROUND US”

Divinity or belief, faith, religion, spirituality, call it what you may…is the most intriguing and
awe- inspiring topic for introspection ad discussion for all human beings, more so if you belong
to a country like India…where right from the time of birth and throughout your upbringing; right
through your formal and informal learning experiences, you are exposed to its rich culture and
heritage. And the fact that it is only getting richer and richer through the ages (even if it is
adopted by the west and is readopted by us.) So much is written and discussed about this that it is
deeply ingrained in our psyche and becomes an integral part of our thinking process.

Not just the Indians, every other nation has its own beliefs in divinity… the customs and
traditions may vary, the principles and paths may differ, the religious deities and scriptures may
be different but the common thread of ‘belief or faith in the divine’ exists without any doubt. It is
also clearly seen that this faith, irrespective of the depth or intensity, becomes far more
pronounced in times of peril…and it takes up astounding proportions when a family, community
or a larger chunk of humanity is involved. People come together in such times, rising above the
pettiness and meaningless discrimination, helping each other like never before. Is this not proof
that “we believe in the divine forces around us” more than we care to admit to ourselves or the
world?

Our belief in divinity is not just strengthened when humanity is endangered but also when we
look at the other living beings around us. There is so much to learn from the plants and animals,
more than we can ever imagine. Animals, specially, pets give unconditional love and their
striking memory can put even a genius to shame! Especially when it comes to remembering acts
of kindness these animals do surpass the so-called superior beings, the humans. Even after years,
they instantly warm up at the sight of just about anyone who has showered love on them anytime
during their life. Can we human beings ever match up to this kind of loyalty and compassion?

Not just that, so many of the yoga asanas are inspired by the animals…ask your yoga guru and
he would rattle of names such as….garudasana (inspired by the eagle),matsyasana (inspired by
the fish), gomukhasana (inspired by the cow), makarasana(inspired by the crocodile) and
bhujangasana (inspired by the cobra) to name only a few. If we can learn the art of breathing and
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meditating from animals does it not reflect the divine state they are in, giving us ‘food for
thought’ that they are perhaps more in sync with divinity than us humans!

Also, the sixth sense of animals gives us an indication of their highly elevated state…it is said
that much before a fire sets a forest ablaze, the animals start moving away to a safer area and as
they do so they keep on warning their fellow animals of the impending danger in their own
language. Who has not heard of the howling dogs and wailing cats before a loved one’s or even a
commoner’s death and even before a tragic accident? In addition, there are several examples of
pet animals coming to the rescue of their owners or taking cue from their premonition and
preventing an untoward incident. It is said that we humans also possess the sixth sense, but alas it
is now restricted to a very few, getting obliterated as we move away from our divine connections
by getting entangled in worldly desires. On the other hand, the fact remains that it gets more
pronounced with the awakening of our inner selves.
Why just the animals, even the plants give ample proof of their being divine…as a biology
teacher for so many years I always told my students that plants are more superior than animals,
including the so-called rational animal-the human being. Only they possess the miraculous
power of combining inorganic substances such as carbon dioxide and water and producing the
life supporting organic substance-glucose- food for all the other living beings. Also, the truly
divine value of ‘give and take’ that not only helps to maintain the balance in nature but also
brings to light the strong connections between all living beings- the oneness in all living formsis displayed by these plants through their consumption of carbon dioxide and release of oxygenthe life sustaining gaseous form, giving us valuable lessons about the ‘need for interdependence.’

Sometimes I wonder what I would have done without the daily dose of divine grace that I receive
so generously in so many subtle and significant ways...these are the divine blessings that keep
my spirit soaring...
Awakening to the fact that I am alive and kicking.
Awakening to the fact that umpteen opportunities are awaiting me to get going.
Realizing that there are so many well-wishers around me.
Realizing that there is still plenty of love, hope and goodness around me.
Realizing that I can think rationally even during pain and suffering.
Realizing that God understands my needs and answers my prayers.
Having my family and friends with me and receiving their good wishes.
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Receiving a warm smile from a stranger.
Being able to warm up someone's heart.
Being able to stick to my values and also being able to differentiate between good and bad.
For getting my daily food, water and fresh air.
And above all, for keeping me sane in this insane world.
These dozen odd blessings from God could well be multiplied by infinity and these He keeps
pouring in my life without being judgmental about me, showing love and care for me in an
unconditional manner, not giving up on me even when my faith in my own self is in shambles. I
am pretty much sure that millions feel the way I do.
In such moments of self-realization, we realize that each day dawns upon us with new hopes and
many such divine moments, some we recognize others we fail to...as we live in such a selfcentered, self-created, self-inflicted environment where we build walls around us which
disconnect us from others and eventually with our own selves and/or the divine. The Cosmic or
Divine Energy keeps showering upon us this daily dose of divine grace all through our lives. We
need to recognize all of this and be eternally grateful for all the blessings, rather than take
everything for granted!

I could go on and on about these evidences of divinity around us, which we sometimes
acknowledge and sometimes ignore but if we ponder over these seemingly little but definite
proofs of divinity around us, we would surely understand these strong connections much better
and start truly recognizing and respecting the divine forms and miracles around us. It is this
recognition and realization that brings us more understanding of divinity within and around us,
much more than any of the scriptures would do. In fact, much of what we have read, heard or
spoken of, even remotely related to these basic and eternal truths and principles of life, becomes
far more meaningful and real on experiencing and realizing this divinity all around us.
On one hand the truth is that each and every moment that we live...is indeed a magical
moment...a moment filled with divine interactions and interventions...on the other, there is this
very basic and simple fact of life that life does not move at our will and at our pace...when it
does, we are happy...when it doesn't we are sad...but how would we experience the good or be
able to differentiate it from the bad?
What I am trying to convey through these reflections is that the power of being connected
eternally with the divine is in our own hands and as simple as our reflexes or our survival
instincts...we only need to be aware of these connections and avoid interconnections with the
negative thoughts that cloud this awareness...sounds simple and simple it is...it requires far less
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energy to assimilate these positive thoughts than required for negative thoughts...try experiencing
this and soon it will become a habit...and life would be nothing but blissfully divine...happy
divine connections!
I would like to end with this poem:
Divine Connections

When you are going through life's ups and downs and surrounded with tensions,
When you are completely 'down and out' and bogged down with apprehensions,
When your life is just filled up with endless, meaningless and boring sessions,
Remember it is time to sit back, ponder and make some deeper connections.

When you simply seem to be going wrong in all your life's calculations,
When you seem lost and seem to be losing right and meaningful directions,
When you do not know ‘how and when’ to give vent to your frustrations,
Remember that it is time to take some strong well-thought-of actions.

When you get the feeling that life is full of ‘seemingly endless situations’,
When you get the feeling of enduring the unendurable exasperations,
When you realize that life is simply devoid of any real joys and jubilations,
Just remember that it is definitely the call of mysterious divine connections!

We keep looking all around us for only ‘picture perfect’ perfections,
And also keep on ‘hoping against hope’ in most of our life's situations,
Let us try and identify the perfections in the midst of all imperfections,
And never leave hoping, even in times of our trials and tribulations.
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When we go through ‘no gain without pain’ kind of life's lessons,
It is then that we truly learn more about God’s deeper intentions,
It is through complete faith in ourselves and also in all our relations,
That we learn to recognize these divine signs and indications.

We also need to stop making endless and mindless calculations,
And gain firm control over all our quick ‘actions and reactions’,
We need to accept all that comes our way without any hesitations
It is then that we would succeed in making "divine connections".
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MANTRI PRAGADA MARKANDEYULU
Poet, Novelist, Song & Story Writer, Political Analyst.
Hyderabad India

“YOUNG AUDIENCE GRAB & CONQUER SOCIAL MEDIA”

Each minute, the technology is changing in rapid competitive market segment. Every business
entrepreneur wants to have an edge over other competitors.
Every businessman aspires for quick turn-over on their end products sales proceeds and wants to
become a millionaire or a billionaire bypassing the Constitutional working systems, Acts, Rules,
Regulations by violating norms & guidelines of the Ministry of Finance and RBI FERA and
FEMA.
Evolving marketing & advertising strategies are a pre-requisite and essential in these competitive
days in reaching out to customers and for public acquaintance is one part, while giving quick ads
in latest tools and websites like Linkedin, FB, Twitter, Wi-Fi and Internet through which
messages, communications, ads, gist or gigs or contents of any subject matter of one’s personal,
business or marketing could reach global people in quickest time, that too at no cost. But,
whereas, reaching global people thro’ News Papers, TV channels, hoarders, sign boards,
pamphlets or thro’ any other old fashioned system of ads looks to be little bit costly, slow and
may not reach all the global people/institutions/companies.
It has been constantly and incessantly observed that increasing use of social media in personal,
business and marketing fields is seen on a higher side. There is no doubt in this.
The younger audience use social media technologies too much that too on daily basis, without
which, the day will not pass.
Land of Opportunities:
The younger generation and audience, now-a-days look for quickest communication, quick
Return on Investment (ROI) and money rotation to meet their business and personal ends.
The days are rolling-out with updated new technologies in the fields of Research &
Development, Pharmacy, Agriculture, Software Development, Science & Technology, Sports &
Culture, Tourism and Film Industry, Liquor Industry, Steel Industry, Printing Technology,
Plastic Industry, Leather Industry, TV-Press-Media-Print, Grain Industry, Food Industry, WoodMattress & Furniture Industry, Glass & Crockery Industry, Cosmetic & Perfumes Industry, Prefabricated Building Material Industry.
FB, Linkedin, Twitter, Wi-Fi and Internet are the present days’ excellent media thro’ which one
can develop, personal, business, marketing & sales and for diversification and expansion of
business plans and to establish good contacts with global people/customers/clients.
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These are equipped with wonderful media presently available for all the young audience, all at
free of cost, for exchange of various aspects and for expression of ideas and business programs,
which ultimately keep one busy in public eye. Moreover, global people view and use these latest
technology tools in their daily life for publicity purposes. These are the present day TOOL
TECHNOLOGY being used by billions of people all-over the world.
===============
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Badalpura, Begusarai,
851129,
Bihar,India

“Counterpoint to Stephen Hawking”

It is reported of 'Stephen Hawking' to have said, "I believe in the simplest explanation
that there is no God. No one created the universe and no one directs our fate. This leads me to a
profound realization that there probably is no heaven and no afterlife either. We have this one
life to appreciate the grand design of the universe and for that, I am extremely grateful."
My take on this issue goes in a diametrically opposite direction. His belief that there is no
God proves his incomprehending empty-headedness or lack of knowledge with regard to the
God! Everyone is aware of the fact that when you know something, you know it and when you
don't know something, you don't know it. How simple! At the time you don't know a thing, there
starts the possibility of belief. You generally believe in what is exactly not known to you.
Anticipation and guesswork lead to beliefs. Light of knowledge clears the clutter of beliefs.
I observe that the theory and the definition of God or Godlessness goes much beyond Hawking
and this neither belittles him nor does it eulogize him to the irrefutable position of some GodGod thing. Existence is a dance like creativity where creation and creator go hand in hand. This
is an automated process.
Afterlives can't so easily be shrugged off. They are certainly there in the garb of transformed
reality very much similar to the change of states like water turning into ice or vapour. If someone
hasn't experienced it and only speculates, he can never be held valid and authoritative in this
regard. How can conjectures provide us with ample bases for the truth to stand firmer? No way
possible. It is never justifiably admissible to say that something doesn't exist if only I'm
unacquainted with it. To the best of his honest knowledge and belief, his ignorance may lead
him to presuppose it's non-existence but it can never be the absolute and truthful reality.
Heaven and hell are also mere psychic states a consciousness may find itself in. Regardless of
life or afterlife, It's always like a wonderful dream or a dreadful nightmare. Nothing whatsoever
whether matter or energy that exists is ever destroyed. Showing cessation and commencement,
what then really takes place is the metamorphosis and nothing else.
I agree with a pinch of salt with Mr. Hawking in being extremely grateful to have one life
alone to appreciate the grand design of this universe. My counterpoint to this assertion of his lies
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in the perceptions related to the span termed as life. Our senses permit us to know the spread of
life being stretched from the point of birth to that of death but our intellect reasons us to querry
the form of life beyond this known ambit of life from the birth to the death. Science does not
approve of a segment of line stretched from point this to point that rather it says that every line is
but a small part of some bigger circular periphery. Segments of a line are just illusory. The truth
is the full circle: from point this to point this or from point that to point that.
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BRIDE´S AGONY

I knew it well
Things do not favor me
It was a life and death question
I hoped for good //
I was always praying the Almighty
To clinch the marriage issue
I like no untoward incidents
I was little bit apprehensive //
Doubted my ensuing in-laws
in
I was observin
observing their psychology
Time was rolling out
I was in full control with deep thoughts //
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I was looking at my wrist watch
Observing the Time & date
I was disappointed for few days
I thought for a while //
To swim in the Life Sea
To reach the Life Shore //
I like to swim in the Sea
To reach the Sea Shore //
I thought, never to give up
Hopes always live with hopes
I had a detailed discussion
I had exciting talk //
I was relieved from tension
I asked uncle
Sought for marriage alliance with Uncle´s son
I want to settle in life //
Run the family with peace of mind
Hubby has better principles in life
I recouped with heavy breath
Prepared for countdown days //
I made gate dash for clinching my issue
Observed bridegroom´s father carefully
He walked to the door
I knew, time was running out //
Suppressed the urge to check my watch
I took a deep breath
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Started counting in reverse under my breath
Like, ten, nine, eight, seven, six to zero //
Though perturbed, kept my mind balanced
Came to the sense
Requested for a glass of water
Settled down for few seconds to ease tension //
My heavy breath has calmed down
Had sigh of relief
My inner sense told me to observe the wrist watch
Watching the psychology of boy´s parents //
The inner ´sacred soul´ told me to speak very softly and
politely
Prepared for any eventuality in this crucial issue
Consoling my heavy inner heart
Trying to cool down my brain //
I was able to pacify myself
Able to remember my friends telling me that −
After the storm, there is always calm
After the sunshine there are showers of rain //
With this self-advocacy and self-consoling
Able to settle-down after some time
Able to manage crucial moment & time
Urged Aunty and Uncle to perform this marriage soon //
Would be mother-in-law understood well
The agony of Bride was well received
Would be bride has been given good treatment
Well spoke by would be in-laws.//
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Would be in-laws agreed in toto
The bride was given an assurance by in-laws
The engagement would be accepted
The Marriage would be performed soon.//
With this kind words of in-laws
The bride was happy
Bridegroom was also happy
Engagement and Marriage took place.//
Both the new couples Happy
Both the In-laws Happy
Oh the marriage day, invitee blessings showered
New couples were very happy.//
Went on Honeymoon like twitter-shelter
´Young couples Twitter Shelter Home
Looks like Great Princes - Bonding with Loving Heart
Universal Beauty-Smarty in the World
Bonding Hands Forever, Life partners soon //
Later, Fly Away like Twitter, for Honeymoon Joy
Settle in Life for a Big Show Soon //
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